There has been considerable recent interest in applying maximal invariant (MI) hypothesis testing as an alternative to the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT). This interest has been motivated by several attractive theoretical properties of MI tests including: exact robustness to variation of nuisance parameters, finite-sample min-max optimality (in some cases), and distributional robustness, i.e. insensitivity to changes in the underlying probability distribution over a particular class, Furthermore, in some important cases the MI test gives a reasonable test while the GLRT has worse performance than the trivial coin flip decision rule [ 11. However, in other cases, like the deep hide target detection problem, there are regimes (SNR, number of wireless users, coherence bandwidth) for which either of the MI and the GLRT can outperform the other. We will discuss conditions under which the MI tests can be expected to outperform the GLRT in the context of a radar imaging and target detection application.
INTRODUCTION
In automatic target recognition, the most important issue is reliable detection which is robust to target and clutter variability, yet maintains the highest possible discrimination capability. In the past, most adaptive radar and array detection problems have been formulated under the general assumption that the target has known form but unknown amplitude in Gaussian noise whose covariance matrix is totally unknown or unstructured. The nature of this assumption led to the application of the general multivariate analysis of variance (GMANOVA) model [2] to the measurements, and the subsequent development of many detection algorithms. With this assumption and the GMANOVA model, Kelly [3] derived the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) test using the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) principle.
However, when a prior structure of the clutter covariance matrix exists, one can expect an improvement in performance by exploiting this a priori structure. AIso when This work was supported in part by AFOSR under MURI grant: F49620-974028. tractable, the reduced parameterization of the structured covariance can be introduced and the GLR test can be applied. For adaptive arrays, Bose and Steinhardt [4] proposed an MI detector which outperforms the Kelly's test when the clutter covariance matrix is assumed to have a certain known block diagonal structure. This work was the springboard in [5] for synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging target detection in the difficult deep hide scenario where the target parks along a known boundary separating two adjacent clutter regions. Indeed, under the assumption that the two clutter types are statistically independent, the spatial covariance has a similar block diagonal structure to that in [4] and this structure was used in [5] to derive another MI test.
In this paper we extend the work reported in [5] by deriving the form of the GLR test and comparing the invariant methods of (41 and [5]. Derivations of the GLR and MI test statistics for the case of structured covariance are not trivial, and the details are omitted due to space limitations.
Here we compare the GLR tests to the MI tests on the basis of simulation for the deep hide scenario when the boundary can be accurately estimated. We establish that the MI test outperfom the GLRT when the target-to-clutter ratio is low.
GLR VS. INVARIANCE PRINCIPLES

Fig. I displays the magnitude of a complex vdued S A R
clutter image of a rural scene consisting of two clutter types (forest canopy and grass field) separated by a boundary. The deep hide target detection problem treated in this paper is to detect a target that straddles the boundary between r e gions A and B. We make the assumptions that the complex clutter image is circular Gaussian with z r o mean and that two spatial samples taken respectively from region A and region B are uncorrelated. By centering a I-pixel wide vertical window with fixed vertical extent at the boundary (or its estimate) in Fig. 1 and sliding it over the image from left to right we obtain a reduced image ( Fig. 10 ) with a horizontal boundary. Any of the vectors repacked from the clutter-alone image chips shown in Fig. 10 will be multivariate complex Gaussian with zero meau and covariance matrix R having block diagonal structure. Then by con-' 0-7803-65 14-3/00/$10.0002000 IEEE catenating these vectors we obtain the measurement X = J h l :
where 6 is the n-dimensional target signature with unknown amplitude a, b is the target location vector, and vec(N) - where RA > 0, RB > 0, and U' > 0.
Since there exists no uniformly most powerful test for these structured covariance matrices, the invariance principle can be applied in addition to the GLR method as good candidates for sub-optimal WAR tests. It can be shown that in the case of real observations the GLR is closed form while in the complex case the GLR has explicit form up to rooting a complex quartic equation in the complex target amplitude parameter a. GLR test statistics are listed in Table 1 where the measurement matrix is partitioned as Here the subscripts denote the two different regions A and B. zAl(m.4 x 1) and al (mB x 1) denote pixels in the chip which is being tested for containing the target.
As described in [2], the MI test is constructed by applying the likelihood ratio test to a statistic called the maximal invariant. The maximal invariant is the lowest dimension statistic summarizing the data yet preserving target vs. clutter discrimination capability for the specific parameter uncertainty. Using the maximal invariant approach, Bose and Table 2 where Finally, we maximized the test statistics over the different target poses in Fig. 9 as well as over all possible locations along the boundary. Only the peak values for 9 target signatures are plotted in Fig. 11 , and all the tests successfully picked the signature at the true pose and location.
CONCLUSION
The deep hide scenario considered in this paper complicates the design of optimal target detectors. This scenario gives rise to block diagonal constraints imposed by the clutter covariance structure. Both GLR and MI tests can be derived under these constraints. Numerical results indicate that neither GLR nor MI tests dominate the other in terms of ROC performance. The GLRT outperforms the MI test only when high estimator accuracy is attainable, e.g. for a large number of samples, but otherwise MI test is better especially 'in low PFA. Therefore, MI test not only plays an important role as an alternative to GLRT, but also has the desirable property of reliable performance in low PFA with a small number of snapshots. The results in this paper are generalizable to other applications where invariance principle can be applied.
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